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Abstract

This paper reports on our research on designing a speech cor-
pora in Japanese for a concatenative speech synthesis system
that is to be used for a specific purpose. For this work, the
purpose was set to assist communication for non-vocal people.
Four kinds of source database for synthesis were developed by
combining different speech corpora created from read speech
of an Amyotropic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) patient who was an-
ticipating the imminent loss of his voice. This work confirmed
that the recording of a minimum set of phonetically balanced
sentences (129 sentences) was insufficient for concatenative
speech synthesis and that a combination of these and a record-
ing of well-read continuous-text material produced more natural
sounding synthesized speech. A communication aid was devel-
oped using a concatenated speech synthesis with the database
created in this work.

1. Introduction
Since the introduction of waveform processing techniques like
PSOLA, concatenated speech synthesis using small concatena-
tion units has become popular. To improve the naturalness of
the synthesized voice, corpus-based approaches have been in-
troduced to concatenated speech synthesis by Sagisaka [1], and
Campbell [2]. Sagisaka proposed a scheme for the selection
of non-uniform units to be excised at synthesis time from a
database of 5000 recorded words from a frequency-based word
list and used LMA re-synthesis from cepstra to modify speech
signals to the desired intonation. Campbell introduced the use
of prosody as a selection criterion, resulting in a phone-based
natural speech re-sequencing synthesis system that employs a
large speech corpus of read sentences as a source of units for
synthesis. By taking advantage of the natural variety of the
source units both segmentally and prosodically, the amount of
subsequent signal processing was reduced and yet the natural-
ness of the original voice was maintained.

The ideal size and balance (segmental and prosodial) of a
source corpus is yet to be determined. A larger corpus with
richer variety produces better quality-synthesized speech. How-
ever, when recording is taken into consideration, the efficient
design of a speech corpus by selection of reading materials is an
important task. This is especially important when the speaker
has some disability and the need to reduce the amount of read-
ing material is essential.

In this study, four kinds of source database for synthesis
were created by combining four speech corpora created from
an ALS patient’s read speech who was anticipating the loss
of his voice. The work reported here used ATR CHATR as a
speech synthesis system that employed a natural speech cor-

pus as a source of units for synthesis. The initial part of this
paper describes how the read materials were constructed. The
latter part reports on the evaluation of the speech synthesized
with four kinds of source database created and on the result of
perceptual experiments. Employing the most suitable database,
the TTS communication aid, Chatako-AID (based on CHATR
code) was developed. The system configuration of Chatako-
AID is described in a paper to be presented at Eurospeech 2001
[3].

2. Target user and the speaker
ALS, which leads to the weakening and wasting of muscles,
is one of the motor neuron diseases (MND) [4] affecting the
motor neurons in the brain and spinal cord. In ALS, the res-
piratory muscles also weaken and patients need to undergo a
tracheotomy that results in losing the ability to speak in most
cases.

Mr. Shinnichi Yamaguchi, age 62, is an ALS patient who
resides in Fukuoka, Japan. His former occupation was an elec-
tric engineer and he has taught computer science at the college
level. He was diagnosed as ALS five years ago and at the same
time, spontaneous respiration became difficult for him. Since
then, he has been wearing a nasal pressure support ventilator 24
hours a day. He is aware of the possibility of losing his voice
in the future. He views that speech synthesized by commer-
cial systems sounds less natural than the human voice and has
been hoping to use more human-like, expressive speech and if
possible, his own voice [5]. He has shown a keen interest in
the authors’ research of employing CHATR to synthesize emo-
tional speech [6] and so the work of using his speech began a
year ago. His name and his personal information is introduced
in this paper with his permission and intention.

The precise population of MND patients is uncertain, but
the prevalence is thought to be 7 per 100,000 people. Since
MND is a progressive disease, it is possible to make a source
database for synthesis before the patients lose their voices. This
is exactly the case for Mr. Yamaguchi. It should be noted
that since ALS patients have physical disabilities, the shorter
the reading materials are the better. Although Mr. Yamaguchi
was already wearing a nasal pressure support ventilator and had
physical difficulties, he was willing to corporate in reading ma-
terials as much as possible for this study.

The recording of Mr. Yamaguchi (the speaker)’s voice took
place in a barrier-free sound-treated room with his caretaker
and a volunteer recording staff. The speaker’s nasal pressure
support ventilator gave high pressure at the speaker’s aspiration
and low pressure at expiration and it made motor noises. To re-
duce this affect, a blanket was used to cover the system unit and
also the speaker was asked to try not to speak while the venti-
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lator was in high pressure. Recording was conducted over two
days paying attention to the speaker’s health conditions, while
resting when needed.

3. Speech synthesis system for this study
CHATR is a natural speech re-sequencing synthesis system
that incorporates naturally read continuous-text materials as a
source database for concatenative unit selection. Unlike the
widely used concatenative synthesizers that synthesize speech
with pre-recorded small units, CHATR produces an index for
random-access retrieval of an externally stored natural speech
to select units to create new utterances using an algorithm that
optimizes the unit selection [2]. The quality of the resulting
synthesis depends to a large extent on the phonetic and prosodic
balance in the speech corpus as well as on the recording qual-
ity. An ATR phonetically balanced text corpus of 503 sentences
[7] that can be read in about an hour has served as a read ma-
terial for CHATR synthesis. When the balance requirement is
met, units can be selected so that signal processing, which often
produces distortion, will be unnecessary.

For CHATR synthesis, a source database consists of 1) a
digitized waveform sequence of natural speech without disflu-
ency and redundancy, and 2) its index file in text format is cre-
ated from a recorded speech corpora. The procedure to create
an index file requires three steps: 1) Converting an orthographic
transcription of the speech corpus to a phonetic representation,
2) aligning the phones to the waveform to provide a key to the
prosodic feature extraction, and 3) producing feature vectors for
each phone (label, F0, duration, power etc.) which are to be
written in the index file. CHATR determines optimal weight
vectors of each feature per phone that is used at unit selec-
tion. The weight vectors are also written in the index file. Each
phone index holds the information of the current, the previous
and the following phones. When texts are typed in, three steps
are conducted before synthesizing the re-sequenced waveform;
a text processing, a prosody processing, and a unit selection. A
prosody prediction is made based on a prosody knowledge base
and generates a phonetic transcription with accent and intona-
tion marks. Units are selected by way of maximizing continuity
and minimizing the distance from phonetic and prosodic targets.

CHATR runs equally on UNIX, Linux, and Microsoft Win-
dows 95 and higher. For this research, CHATR98 for MS Win-
dows was used and no signal processing was applied.

4. Text corpora design
The objective of the text corpora design in this study is to con-
struct a minimum but sufficient speech corpus for concatenative
TTS reflecting the speaker’s natural voice. For practical use, it
is also important that by using the created corpus, words and
sentences that frequently appear in patients’ daily lives are syn-
thesized naturally and comprehensively.

Maintaining phonetic balance is also important. There has
been much concern, however, that phonetically balanced sen-
tences are not easy to read and are remote from daily conver-
sation. Our previous work of creating corpora of emotional
speech showed that using read materials that were familiar to
the speaker and containing appropriate words and sentences for
the target speaking style and situation could result in close-to-
desired synthesized speech with phonetic balance close to that
of the standard read material (503 sentences) for CHATR [6].

The following is the read materials for this study. The sec-
ond and third materials can be prepared individually according

to the individual user.

4.1. Phonetically balanced sentences (129 sentences)

For this study, 107 sentences extracted from the ATR 503 sen-
tences using the criteria of “biphone + with/without accent” are
used as phonetically balanced sentences with 22 supplemen-
tal sentences. The purpose of making this subset was to see
whether the recording of this set could serve as a minimum sat-
isfactory source database for CHATR so that we could reduce
the speaker’s workload when recording. There are 465 biphone
variations.

4.2. Familiar texts for the speaker (348 sentences)

The speaker’s talk manuscript was selected as a main text set
[5]. The speaker has been actively giving a talk about the use-
fulness of computers to disabled people. The manuscript for
this talk is well known by him and more natural phonation and
prosody can be expected than having him read unfamiliar texts.
This text set contains 348 sentences with 385 biphone varia-
tions.

4.3. Frequently used words and sentences among patients
(459 words, 91 sentences)

One of the important requirements for a communication aid is
to accurately produce words and lists that are frequently used
by the users. The corpus-based concatenative synthesis, the
method applied here can meet this requirement by changing
the synthesis unit from a phone to a word or even a longer se-
quence. For this trial, words and short sentences are prepared
from the speaker’s word and sentence list. They are categorized
as follows; sentences for requests to caretakers, for conversa-
tions with caretakers and friends/ or on the phone, and words
essential to his daily conversation (parts of the body, symptoms,
directions, etc.). This set contains 495 words, 71 short sentences
and 20 sentences.

4.4. Question sets (78 sentences)

This set was aimed to provide data for CHATR to synthesize
interrogative intonation patterns since the other text materials
are less likely to carry it. Included are 78 short sentences with
all mora variations in final syllables.

4.5. Emotionally-coloured texts (464 sentences)

Three types of materials were prepared, reflecting anger, joy
and sadness respectively. The authors’ previous work showed
that emotional speech could be synthesized by preparing a cor-
pus of emotional speech. We have reduced the size of the text
set for each emotion from the ones used in the previous study
[6] by about 1/4 due to the same reason as reducing that of bal-
anced sentence set. Anger texts were taken from the speaker’s
writings with permission. The number of sentences of each set
is as follows: anger, 138 joy, 185, and sadness, 141. Due to
a time limitation, only 1/3 of the text materials were recorded
and arbitrary speech synthesis is difficult with emotional speech
corpora at present.

To sum up, the following speech corpora were created by
having the speaker read the above materials.

1. Balance corpus: A minimum set of phonetically bal-
anced sentences



(a) Database 1 (b) Database 2

(c) Database 3 (d) Database 4

Figure 1: Predicted and selected units for “Hajimetenanode totemo fuandesu” with four kinds of database. Predicted units are con-
nected by a dotted line. Its shape resembles each other in all four databases. The selected units are connected by a solid line.

2. Speaker corpus: Familiar texts for the speaker

3. Daily corpus: Words and phrases used daily

4. Question corpus

5. Emotionally-colored corpora (containing Anger, Joy and
Sadness corpora)

5. Source database creation
Four kinds of source database were created to synthesize the
speaker’s default speech (i.e. neutral speech ) from one of
speech corpora or from a combination of speech corpora. The
description of each database is listed below. Corpora of emo-
tional speech were not included since those were designed to
be loaded separately (Details are described in a paper to be pre-
sented at Eurospeech 2001 [3]).

Database 1 Balanced corpus

Database 2 Speaker corpus

Database 3 The combination of Balanced corpus and Speaker
corpus

Database 4 The combination of Balanced corpus, Speaker cor-
pus, Daily corpus and Question corpus

5.1. Analysis on speech synthesized by our method

As for Database 1 and 2, there is no need for explanation from
which corpus the units are selected since they are consisted of
a single corpus. For Database 3, most units were selected from
Speaker corpus and several units were selected from Balanced
corpus. The same could be said for Database 4, but additionally,
several were selected from Daily corpus and Question corpus.
Following is the selected unit using Database 3 and 4 for “Ha-
jimetenanode totemo fuanndesu (I am worried since it is my
first time).”

• Database 3

· Speaker corpus345 ; h

· Speaker corpus037 ; a j i m e

· Speaker corpus009 ; t

· Speaker corpus079 ; e

· Balanced corpus010 ; n

· Speaker corpus055 ; a n o d

· Speaker corpus188 ; e #

· Speaker corpus147 ; t o t

· Speaker corpus345 ; e m



Table 1: Sentences used for intelligibility test. * = sentences used in the experiment comparing four source databases (cf. Section 5.2).
U = a sentence with uncommon noun collocations, N = a sentence with numbers, E = a sentence with emotional expressions.

Sentence Num. of Sentence
Type Group bunsetsus

U X 4
Akira-kunwa / yamazakurato / kakinabeto / iimashita. (Akira-kun said a mountain cherry
tree and an oyster pot).

* N X 7
Shidoniito / Tokyono / jisawa / ichijikandesunode / imawa / asano / 8ji15fundesu (The time
difference between Sydney and Tokyo is an hour so it is now 8:15 in the morning) .

* E X 5
Wa-i, / yatto / kurundane. / Ganbattekite / yokatta. (Wow, so he is finally comming! I’m
glad I’ve been trying so hard.)

U Y 4
Yamamoto-sanwa / Kaichudentoto / kureyonto / iimashita. (Ms. Yamamoto said a torch and
a crayon.)

* N Y 5
8gatsu15nichino / nichiyoubikara / 8gatsu / 16nichino / getuyoubi, / ippakufutsukadesu.
(From Sunday, August, 15 from Monday, August, 16, a one night two days trip.)

* E Y 5
Ah, / tsukareta. / Hajimetenanode / totemo / fuandesu. (Oh, I am tired. I am very worried
since it is my first time.)

· Balanced corpus027 ; o #

· Balanced corpus026 ; f

· Speaker corpus345 ; u a

· Speaker corpus259 ; N d

· Speaker corpus145 ; e s U

• Database 4

· Balanced corpus047 ; h

· Speaker corpus037 ; a j i m e

· Speaker corpus228 ; t

· Question corpus058 ; e n

· Speaker corpus055 ; a n o d

· Speaker corpus238 ; e

· Speaker corpus205 ; # t

· Speaker corpus298 ; o t

· Speaker corpus165 ; e m o

· Speaker corpus347 ; #

· Daily corpus004 ; f

· Speaker corpus345 ; u a

· Speaker corpus259 ; N d

· Speaker corpus047 ; e s

· Speaker corpus044 ; U

Subfigures in Fig.1 show both the predicted and selected
units for the same sentence using Database 1 to 4. In current
CHATR98, the most weighted feature for unit selection is F0 at
midpoint in each phone. From the figures, we can see that with
Database 1(Balanced corpus), the selected units are less close
to the predicted prosody than when the other three database are
used.

5.2. Perceptual evaluation of the synthesized speech

Intelligibility and subjective impression were evaluated by con-
ducting a perceptual experiment. Four sentences (ones with “*”
in Table 1) were synthesized with CHATR using each database.
All speech stimuli were saved as 16-bit Microsoft wav format
files at 16kHz sampling. Twenty subjects participated in the
experiment and for each subject, four sentences that were syn-
thesized with different kinds of database were presented. To
maintain fairness, words and sentences in the daily corpus were
not used in the evaluated stimuli. A total of five responses were
obtained for each sentence.

For intelligibility evaluation, subjects were asked to type
in the exact words they heard, and the intelligibility for each
sentence was calculated by summing up the correct number of
“bunsetsu.” A bunsetsu is a syntactic unit in Japanese that con-
sists of one content word (a word such as a noun or a verb that
imparts meaning by itself) on the left and one or more func-
tion morphemes (such as an auxiliary verb or a prepositional
phrase) on the right. It corresponds to a phrasal unit such as a
noun phrase or a verb phrase in English. Sentences used for the
experiment contained five to seven bunsetsus, as shown in Table
1 (for ease in identifying bunsetsus, slashes are placed between
them). Two types of sentence were used: 1) Two sentences with
numbers, and 2) Two sentences with emotional expressions.

As shown in Fig.2, the overall mean intelligibility score and
standard deviation (SD)(written in parenthesis) for speech syn-
thesized using each database was as follows: Database 1: 70.3%
(32.9%), Database 2: 76.9% (30.3%), Database 3: 95.3%
(10.7%), and Database 4: 92.3% (14.9%). Under “means com-
parisons” of p < 0.05 [8], no significant differences were rec-
ognized among Database 2 to 4. Significant differences were
noticed between two pairs of Database 1 - 3 and Database 1 -
4 but no significant difference was noticed between Database 1
and 2.

For subjective impression, “overall preference” was evalu-
ated. Subjects were asked to rate each speech stimulus using
5-point scales (5 = excellent, 1 = very poor) for both items. For
“overall preference,” MOS and SD for speech synthesized with
Database 1 through 4 were 2.8 (1.3), 2.5 (1.0), 3.3 (0.9) and 3.4
(0.9).



Figure 2: Mean intelligibility score and SD per database

6. Source database for implementation
As shown in Section 5.2, when synthesizing arbitrary sentences,
Database 3 (the combination of Balanced corpus and Speaker
corpus) scored slightly higher in perceptual evaluation than
Database 4 (the combination of all corpora) but there was no
significant difference in mean comparison.

For implementation of communication aid, we selected
Database 4 since it includes Daily corpus which contains nec-
essary words and phrases for ALS patients. This is to take an
advantage of CHATR’s characteristics of selecting phones in
continuum even with the current phone-based unit selection al-
gorithm. Fig. 3 shows pitch contours of “Kyuuin shite kudasai
(Please use the automatic sucking machine to suck out the saliva
in my mouth)” of the speaker’s natural speech and those of the
synthesized speech using Database 3 and 4. As can be seen in 3,
the pitch contour of speech synthesized with Database 4 resem-
bles that of natural speech more than that of speech synthesized
with Database 3. This relies on the fact that units for “Kyu-
uin” were selected as a whole when synthesized with Database
4 from the Daily corpus (see below).

• Database 3

· Balanced corpus037 ; k

· Speaker corpus028 ; y u:

· Balanced corpus027 ; i N sh

· Speaker corpus065 ; I t e k

· Speaker corpus039 ; u d a s a i

• Database 4

· Daily corpus011 ; ky u: i N sh

· Speaker corpus125 ; I t

· Speaker corpus055 ; e k

· Daily corpus019 ; u d a s

· Daily corpus009 ; a i

Figure 3: Pitch contour of “Kyuuin shite kudasai.” From the
upper layer, natural speech, Speech synthesized with Database
3, and 4

6.1. Perceptual evaluation on practicality level

To evaluate the feasibility for practical use, a perceptual experi-
ment of the same procedure as Section 5.2 was conducted with
Database 4 and with a commercial system as a comparison. The
commercial system for comparison is a CV+VC concatenative
synthesis system (where C stands for ‘consonant’ and V for
‘vowel’) with signal processing module, released in June 1997.
It works on MS Windows 95 and higher, and its LSI version is
implemented in a communication aid commonly used in Japan.

For the commercial system, intonation, speed, pitch for this
system were set to the most natural sound level and sound vol-
ume was adjusted to equivalent level for all six sentences based
on our judgment. For this experiment, two sentences with un-
common noun collocations were added and total of six sen-
tences shown in Table 1 were synthesized. All speech stimuli
were saved as 16-bit Microsoft wav format files at 16kHz sam-
pling.

Twenty subjects participated in the experiment. In order to
avoid the semantic influence of a sentence on a speech stim-
ulus, subjects were divided into two groups of 10 people and
sentences were also divided into two groups (X, Y) of three
sentences. For the first subject group, sentences in group X
were synthesized by our method and group Y by the commer-
cial system. Switching the sentence group and the synthesized
method combination, the latter group was asked to do the same
task. Consequently, a total of 10 responses were obtained for
each speech stimulus. None of the subjects participated in the
earlier experiment described in Section 5.2 participated in this
experiment.

The overall mean intelligibility score and SD (in parenthe-
sis) were 92.0% (15.7%) for our method and 92.9% (13.1%)



Figure 4: Chatako-AID’s system configuration.

Figure 5: GUI of Chatako-AID

for commercial system. With a t-test of p < 0.05, no significant
difference was recognized. For “overall preference,” the MOS
and SD were 3.4 (0.9) for our method and 2.9 (1.0)for the com-
mercial system. From the results of the experiments, we can say
that the system can be considered for practical use.

6.2. Communication Aid, Chatako-AID

Using CHATR98 and Database 4, a communication aid,
Chatako-AID was developed. Fig.4 shows the system configu-
ration of Chatako-AID and Fig.5 shows its GUI. This system is
equipped with a text window, a source database selection menu,
command buttons and a selectable list of precomposed words
and sentences. The main features of this system are 1) speech
synthesis with the user’s own voice, 2) equipped with precom-
posed lists of words and short sentences, 3) capable of incor-
porating speech segments from precomposed lists to TTS, and
4) extendable for multilingual use. The details of the system
configuration and main features are described in a paper to be
presented at the Eurospeech 2001 [3].

7. Conclusion
In this paper, a research on designing a practical speech corpora
for a concatenative speech synthesis system that is to be used
for a specific purpose was described. The purpose of the system
is set to assist communication for non-vocal people.

Four kinds of source database were developed by combin-

ing different speech corpora created from an ALS patient’s read
speech who is anticipating the imminent loss of his voice. The
perceptual evaluation confirmed that the recording of a min-
imum set of phonetically balanced sentences (129 sentences)
was insufficient for concatenative speech synthesis and that a
combination of the balanced sentence set and a recording of
well-read continuous-text material could produce more natu-
ral sounding synthesized speech. Further, for speech synthesis
aimed for specific purpose (in the case of this study, supporting
the ALS patient’s daily life), adding words and sentences fre-
quently used in the situation of intended use enables us to obtain
natural synthesized speech for those words and sentences.

The perceptual evaluation by comparing with a commercial
synthesizer showed that our method synthesizes speech as intel-
lible as that of the commercial system and that the system could
be considered for practical use. A communication aid has been
created incorporating our method and now it has been used by
the patient.
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